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Genetic Placement 
JAMES P, COHOON, MEMBER. IEEE, AND WILLIAM D. PARIS 

Abstract-A placement algorithm, Genie, is presented for the assign
ment of modules to locations on chips. Genie is an adaptation of the 
genetic algorithm technique that has traditionally been a tool of the 
artificial intelligence community. The technique is a paradigm for ex
amining a state space. It produces its solutions through the simulta
neous consideration and manipulation of a set of possible solutions. 
The manipulations resemble the mechanics of natural evolution. For 
example, solutions are "mated" to produce "offspring" solutions. Ge
nie has been extensively run on a variety of small test instances. Its 
solutions were observed to be quite good and in several cases optimal. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

T 
HE LAYOUT PROBLEM is a principal problem in 
the design of VLSI chips. Because of its complexity, 

it is often decomposed into several distinct subproblems: 
1) Chip planning, 2) Partitioning, 3) Placement, 4) Rout
ing. This paper investigates the placement problem-the 

assignment of circuit elements to locations on the chip. 
The input to our variant of the placement problem is a set 
of m circuit elements or modules, M = {el, • • •  , em}, 
and a set of n signals or nets. N = {s\, . .. , s" }, where 
a net is a set of modules to be interconnected. We are also 
given as input a set of I chip locations or slots, L = {CI, 
. . . , c,}, where I ;?: m. The slots are organized as a 
matrix with r rows and c columns. The objective is to 
optimally assign each module to its own slot while satis
fying electrical constraints, where optimality is measured 
in terms of the expected routability of the placement. Two 
components common to many routability measures are es
timates of the amount of wire congestion, and the amount 
of wire required to route all interconnections. Minimizing 
the expected wire congestion is important as a feasible 
wiring is usually found more readily with less congestion; 
minimizing the expected amount of wire is important as 
the circuit's signal propagation rate is typically inversely 
proportional to the amount of wire. 
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His genie led him into the pleasant paths. 

-Anthony Wood, 1662 

Because of its importance, the placement problem has 
received considerable attention and many diverse solution 
strategies have been proposed: partitioning [1], [2], quad
ratic assignment [3], force-directed (4], resistive network 
[5], and simulated annealing [6]. 

The contribution presented here is a new placement al
gorithm, Genie, which is based on the genetic algorithm 
approach [7]. This approach-like simulated annealing
is a paradigm for examining a state-space. It produces 
good solutions through simultaneous consideration and 
manipulation of a set of possible solutions. But unlike 

simulated annealing, which has been applied primarily to 
combinatorial optimization problems during its five years 
of use, most previous applications of the genetic algo
rithm technique have been to artificial intelligence prob
lems [8]. Based on our preliminary experiments, this new 
use of genetic algorithms appears to be a promising 
method of solving placement problems. 

II. GENETIC A LGORITHM PRELIMINARIES 

Genetic algorithms represent and transform solutions 
from a problem's state-space II in a way that resembles 
the mechanics of natural evolution. As a result, much of 
the terminology is drawn from biology and evolution. The 
subspace P of II currently being examined is referred to 
as the population. The population is composed of strings, 
where a string is an encoding � of a solution for the prob
lem. A string is a concatenation of symbols or alleles, 
where each allele is an element of an alphabet E. Each 
string is assigned a score (positive real number) through 
a function a: II -+ R+. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that the objective function seeks a global mini
mum. Hence, string x is preferred to string y if a(x) < 
a( y). 

Each iteration or generation, a fraction K,;, of P is se
lected to be parents by repeated use of the choice func
tion, cjJ: 211 -+ II x II, where 211 is the power set of II. 
New solutions, known as offspring, are created by com
bining pairs of parents in such a way that each parent con
tributes to the information carried by its associated off
spring string. This recombination operation,1/;: II x II, 
is known as crossover. After the crossovers are per
formed, a selector p: 211 X 2fI 

-+ 211 is applied to the 
previous generation and the offspring to determine which 
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